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Introduction

Live vaccines administered by eye drop are the preferred control method for Newcastle Disease in rural communities in many 
developing countries.

Most Newcastle Disease vaccines are currently and usually available in large pack sizes suitable for large-scale commercial 
poultry farms. These pack sizes are not suitable for backyard farmers.

GALVmed, working together with PATH, has developed a novel formulation technology that offers the benefits of small pack 
sizes and greater flexibility for backyard farmers in developing countries and is now seeking a partner to commercialise this 
technology and expand the use of Newcastle Disease vaccine in developing countries.

GALVmed

GALVmed is a UK-based charity funded by the UK Government and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. It is committed to 
increasing the productivity of small-scale poultry farmers in developing countries and has identified improved delivery of 
Newcastle Disease vaccine to the backyard farmer as a major opportunity for increasing their productivity.

GALVmed is working on a number of avenues to improve this productivity. Amongst its activities, it has been funding work at 
PATH (see next page) to develop an improved formulation of Newcastle Disease vaccine for delivery in a Fast Dissolving Tablet 
(FDT) presentation.

GALVmed’s goal in this programme is to:
 • To support rural farmers in developing countries by ensuring this novel technology is commercialised and used to   
                   deliver presentations of Newcastle Disease vaccine in small pack sizes.
 • To identify potential partners able to commercialise the technology on an exclusive basis in defined territories.
 • To work with our partners in the field to ensure the development path is as straightforward as possible.
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PATH

PATH is a Seattle-based charity that works on vaccines, drugs, diagnostics, devices and service innovations, which target 
improvements in health care, in particular of women and children, in developing countries.

It has a non-effervescent FDT technology that is being developed for the delivery of human vaccines for enterotoxigenic E. coli 
(ETEC).

PATH has carried out a programme of work with GALVmed to apply the same technology to the production of a Newcastle 
Disease vaccine.

The technology package and its benefits

PATH has developed a live LaSota strain Newcastle Disease vaccine that can be freeze dried as tablets in blister packs, sealed and 
stored at 4-8° Celsius. Individual tables dissolve readily in water to provide an easily handled solution that can be incorporated 
into eye drops or drinking water for administration (see M Lal;  C Zhu;  C McClurkan et al Vet Record (2014) 174: 504).

The key benefits of this technology are:
 • Simpler packaging: no glass vials, no need for syringes to prepare dose and no need for water for injection (WFI)
 • Smaller pack sizes (50 or less doses per tablet doses) – dosing size flexibility
 • More compact storage (cold chain simplicity)
 • Ease of use
 • Lower production costs 
 • Good stability 

Status

The technology has been developed at the laboratories of PATH in Seattle with funding from GALVmed. The following milestones 
have been achieved:

 • Technology demonstrated with live LaSota Newcastle Disease Virus strain.
 • Robust tablet structure with fast dissolution in water. 
 • Stability demonstrated at 4°C for greater than one year, two months at 25°C and seven days at 37°C.
 • Vaccine potency has been demonstrated both in terms of antibody response and post-challenge protection.
 • Laboratory scale production documentation has been prepared.

It is relevant to note that similar technologies have been developed by major animal health companies (Merck/Intervet 
commercialising Sphereon Technology and Merial/Phibro working on rapid dissolution effervescent tablets) for application in 
developed markets, suggesting the approach will be increasingly important in the market.
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Route to market

Though the technology has been proven at the laboratory scale, further development is required to optimise the process for 
larger-scale production.

Commercial approach

The licence package will consist of:
 • Protocols for the process at a laboratory scale
 • Data generated so far with the ND LaSota strain based vaccine
Licence to GALVmed’s IP (know-how) in the field such license to be:
 • Exclusive rights to produce and distribute ND vaccine (no limitations on pack size)
 • Non sub-licensable

Any commercial partner will need to be able to demonstrate the ability and desire to commercialise this product in all or part 
of Africa and South Asia. Commercial use beyond these markets may be negotiated subject to appropriate commercial terms. 
Rights to commercialise may be global or may be allocated for specific geographies. 

Further information

GALVmed is interested to enter into discussion with parties able to commercialise the Newcastle Disease vaccine using this 
technology.

GALVmed can supply details of the laboratory scale process, preliminary assessment of scale up options and support in 
technology transfer from PATH.

For further information please contact:
Martyn Breeze
GALVmed
Doherty Building
Pentlands Science Park, 
Bush Loan
Edinburgh
EH26 0PZ 

Tel: +44 (0)131 445 6264
Fax: +44 (0)131 445 6222
Email: martyn.breeze@galvmed.org
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